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Abstract  
Replication protein A (RPA) is an essential 
single-stranded DNA binding protein in DNA 
processing. It is known that N terminal domain of 
RPA70 (RPA70N) recruits various protein partners 
including damage-response proteins such as p53, 
ATRIP, Rad9, and MRE11. Although the common 
binding residues of RPA70N were revealed, 
dynamic properties of the protein are not studied 
yet. In this study, we measured 15N relaxation 
parameters (T1, T2 and heteronuclear NOE) of 
human RPA70N and analyzed them using 
model-free analysis. Our data showed that the two 
loops near the binding site experience fast time 
scale motion while the binding site does not. It 
suggests that the protein binding surface of 
RPA70N is mostly rigid for minimizing entropy 
cost of binding and the loops can experience 
conformational changes. 
 
Keywords RPA70N, NMR, backbone dynamics, 
model-free analysis, reduced spectral density 
mapping 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Replication protein A (RPA) is an essential 
single-stranded (ss) DNA binding protein (SSB) 
which is conserved in eukaryotes for DNA 

processing such as replication, repair, and 
recombination. It protects DNA from nuclease, 
inhibits the formation of the hairpin, and regulates 
reannealing until DNA processing is completed.1-8 
In these functions, RPA interacts with ssDNA and 
other proteins involved in DNA metabolism in 
response to DNA damage. Interactions are 
modulated by their different affinity levels 
inducing a conformational change of RPA.1–15 
RPA is a stable heterotrimer consisted of three 
subunits (70, 32, and 14 kDa). There is one winged 
helix-turn-helix fold domain (RPA32C) and six 
oligonucleotides/oligosaccharide binding (OB)-fold 
domains (RPA70N, A, B, C, RPA32D and RPA14) 
common to SSBs.8,16,17 RPA32D, RPA14 and 
N-terminal domain of RPA70 (RPA70N) primarily 
functions as protein-protein interaction modules but 
also has weak ssDNA binding affinity. They 
specifically interact with transcription factors and 
DNA polymerase α. Those interactions are 
important for RPA functions such as confirming 
eukaryotic DNA metabolism.18–20 
Crystal structure of RPA70N (PDB ID: 2B29) 
showed typical OB-fold (residues 1-120).13 Its 
basic cleft located in between L12 and L45 (the 
loops between 1st and 2nd β-strand and 4 th and 5th 
β-strand) is known to interact with 
DNA-processing protein partners.13,21 Tumor 
suppressor p53 binds to the basic cleft of RPA70N 
with electrostatic interaction by using acidic 
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residues of p53. Also, hydrophobic interactions 
between aliphatic and aromatic residues of p53 and 
hydrophobic floor of the RPA70N contribute to 
their binding.13 This interaction of RPA70N with 
acidic peptide induces conformational change and 
chemical shift perturbation (CSP) of RPA70N.13–15 
Significantly increased CSPs at the basic cleft of 
RPA70N were previously observed with titration of 
three peptides, ATRIP, RAD9, MRE11, and BLM 
to RPA70N.14,15,22-23  
Even though RPA70N contributes to critical DNA 
metabolisms via protein-protein interaction, there is 
no detailed information available on RPA70N 
dynamics. Previously, it was revealed that 
DNA-binding and protein interaction of RPA 70 
are independent of each other. In this connection, 
relaxation data that was focused on the comparison 
of RPA70AB in absence and presence of 
oligonucleotides were reported.22 
In order to understand dynamics of RPA70N 
relating to its protein interaction, we collected 15N 
relaxation data and characterized several 
parameters of model-free analysis of human 
RPA70N (hRPA70N). Our results show that the 
L12 and L45 loops have fast timescale motions and 
β-barrel surfaces had rarely dynamic on both fast 
and intermediate timescales where ligand-binding 
residues are positioned at. It suggests that the 
binding surfaces maintain mostly rigid backbone 
structure for interaction with flexible partners while 
the binding possibly can induce the conformational 
change with flexible loop regions.   
 
 
Experimental Methods 
 
Sample preparation 
15N labeled human RPA70N was expressed and 
purified as described previously.25 Final buffer was 
20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT at pH 7.4. 
 
NMR spectroscopy 
All NMR experiments were performed at 298 K 
using 900 MHz Bruker AVANCE II equipped with 

cryoprobes (Korea Basic Science Institute, 
Ochang). Obtained NMR data were processed 
using Topspin software (Bruker) and analyzed with 
SPARKY (T. D. Goddard and D. G. Kneller, 
SPARKY 3, University of California, San 
Francisco). 15N-relaxation data were measured 
using delay times 10, 30, 100, 300, 500, 800, 1000, 
1500 ms for longitudinal relaxation and delay times 
0, 17.6, 35.2, 52.8 (x2), 88, 123.2, 176 ms for 
transverse relaxation. The 1H-15N NOE values were 
calculated by the ratio of peak intensities recorded 
with and without a 1H saturation time of 10 s.24 
 
Analysis of NMR-relaxation data 
The backbone assignment of the protein was 
reported previously.25 15N-relaxation time constants 
T1 and T2 were calculated from two-parameter 
single exponential fits of peak intensities versus 
delay times.24 Based on this 15N-relaxation data (T1, 
T2 and heteronuclear NOE), the parameters of 
dynamics (order parameter, local correlation time, 
rotational correlation time and contribution 
exchange factor (Rex) were determined by using 
model-free analysis through protein dynamics 
software ROTDIF3.26,27 Solution NMR PDB file of 
hRPA70N (PDB ID: 1EWI21) and its specific 
document form of relaxation data (T1, T2 and 
heteronuclear NOE) was required as input data. All 
standard error of NOE was arbitrarily given as 0.05. 
This program executed with full statistics 
optimized with running condition Robust 
Least-squares. All parameters of model-free 
analysis were extracted by axially-symmetric 
rotational diffusion model that was selected by 
minimization of chi-squared statistics and F-tests. 
The spectral density functions J(ω) approximated 
by Bracken et al were calculated at ω = ω0, ωN and 
0.87ωH from measured 15N relaxation parameters 
(NOE, R1, R2).28  
 
 
Results and Discussions 
 
Backbone dynamics 
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Figure 1. Observed 15N-relaxation rates, (A) R1 and (B) R2 and (C) 1H-15N heteronuclear NOEs of hRPA70N at 900 MHz. 
(D) R2/R1 ratios of hRPA70N from (A) and (B). The Black and two gray solid lines indicate average value and one standard 
deviation range, respectively. Mapping of (E) NOEs (<0.8, purple) and (F) R2/R1 ratios (>1SD, blue) with significantly 
perturbed regions (cyan) with titrated peptides onto solution secondary structure of hRPA70N (PDB ID: 1EWI13). Their 
overlapped regions were respectively shown in (E) Orange and (F) Red. 
 
We measured 15N NMR relaxation parameters, R1,  
R2 and heteronuclear NOE values of each amide 
bond for hRPA70N (residues 1-114) with 900 MHz 
NMR spectrometer. Assigned amino acids which 
occupied 90 percentage of full sequence of 
hRPA70N were assessed in relaxation parameters. 

The average standard error was 6.64 % for 
exponential-fitting of R1 and 6.9 % for R2. The 
mean values of R1 and R2 were 0.9 s-1 and 13.5 s-1, 
and their standard deviation (SD) were 0.086 s-1 
(9% of average R1) and 2.676 s-1 (18% of average 
R2), respectively. The dispersed range of R1 was 
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relatively narrow and higher R1 values were shown 
in N-terminal loop and α1-β1 loop (Figure 1A). On 
the other hand, R2 values of loop regions were 
mostly low (Figure 1B). The residues those R2 are 
significantly larger than 18 s-1 (average + 1.7 × SD) 
were Y42, A59, E67, L71, K103, G109 and I112 
(Figure 1B). Mean value of NOE was 0.856 with 
its standard deviation, 0.096 (11% of average 
NOE), which indicates that hRPA70N is rigid 
overall (Figure 1C). Structured regions had high 
NOE values. N-terminal part and the α1-β1 loop 
had significantly low values correlated with their 
low values of R2 (Figure 1E). On the other hand, 
C-terminal part had high NOE values with several 
high R2 values (Figure 1B and 1C). Furthermore, 
NOE values of T35 in L12 and T86, L87, D89, 
G90, R91, and R92 in L45 loops were also 
relatively small. These data imply that these 
regions are locally flexible. 
To investigate the existence of conformational 
exchange, we calculated R2/R1 ratio (Figure 1D). 
Several amino acids (Y42, L71, V76, K103, G109 
and I112) had considerably high values of R2/R1 
over one standard deviation (Figure 1D and 1F). 
This implies intermediate timescale (μs-ms) 
internal motions and these residues with low values 
of R2/R1 were consistent with low NOE values. 
We compared those relaxation results and CSP of 
hRPA70N with titrated protein ligands (ATRIP, 
RAD9, and MRE11) previously reported (Figure 
1E and 1F).14 Among perturbed residues, L87, D89, 
G90, and R92 in the L45 loop and F56 of 
hydrophobic floor had lower NOE values than 0.8 
and Y42 of β2 and A59 of α2 had higher R2/R1 
ratio than one standard deviation (Figure 1E and 
1F). This suggests most of perturbed regions on 
β-barrel of binding site are rigid overall and the 
L45 loop of basic cleft are flexible. 
 

Model-free analysis 
 
Based on the 15N relaxation data, we characterized 
the dynamics of hRPA70N using model-free 
analysis through protein dynamics software 
ROTDIF to study global and local motions of each 

residue of hRPA70N. For selected 
axially-symmetric rotation diffusion model, 
rotational correlation time (τm) was estimated as 7.8 
ns by following equation: 
 

   τm = (4D⊥+2D∥)-1          (1) 
 
where perpendicular rotational diffusion constant 
(D⊥) and parallel rotational diffusion constant 
(D∥) are 2.2 s-1 and 1.94 s-1, respectively.29-32 
In the sense of characterizing the locally flexible 
regions, both NOE and S2 showed similar patterns 
in the graphs (Figure 1C and 2A). The mean value 
of S2 of hRPA70N was 0.843, which means 
hRPA70N is overall restricted flexibility on 
fast-timescale. Similar to NOE, S2 was also lower 
than 0.8 in N-terminal (V2, G3, and Q4) and α1-β1 
loop (between K16 and K22) and several amino 
acids in other loops except C-terminal region 
(Figure 2A and E). Among them, V2, G3, and Q4 
in N-terminal part, K16, G17, T19, and I21 in the 
α1-β1 loop and T86 of the L45 loop had smaller 
NOE values than 0.65 (Figure 2A and E). These 
showed flexibility of the regions on fast-timescale. 
Unfortunately, we could not obtain S2 for the L12 
region because of lack of the assignment and 
analysis. We mapped those flexible regions on 
solution structure of hRPA70N with significantly 
perturbed regions shown in Figure 2E. Y42 of β2, 
F56 of hydrophobic floor, V84 of β4, and R92 of 
the L45 loop had relatively smaller S2 values with 
peak migrations in previous NMR-based titration 
experiments (Figure 2E).14,15 Two amino acids, F56 
and R92 were consistent with low NOE values 
(Figure 1E). As mentioned above, from the robust 
regression method, obtained values of Rex are 
presentative in Figure 2B and compared to R2 in 
Figure 2C. 26 amino acids of 112 assigned residues 
have conformational exchange contribution and 
among them, except amino acid S6, all values of 
Rex are occupied more than 10 % of transverse rate. 
Rex-existed amino acids were abundant between α2 
and β4 (residues 59-79) and in C-terminal region 
and α1 (Figure 2B). Even though the values of Rex 
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exist and contains intermediate timescale internal 
motions, its detailed information could not be 
investigated by model-free analysis. Thus, Rex 
could not contribute to S2 in this study. That could 
be confirmed on the residues K103 and G109 
which had large Rex values more than 40% in R2 
(Figure 2B and D). In the basic cleft, T34 of the 
L12 loop and L53 of the hydrophobic floor had 
1.96 s-1 and 1.79 s-1 of Rex with 13 % of R2, 

respectively. Like R2/R1 ratio, Y42 and A59 were 
overlapped regions with intermediate dynamics and 
CSPs (Figure 1F and 2F). 
In model-free analysis of hRPA70N, fast -timescale 
local motions had their period which is called as 
internal correlation time (τe). The local correlation 
time of hRPA70N were separated in two range of 
fast-timescale. The internal correlation time mostly  
 

 
Figure 2. Obtained model-free parameters, (A) S2, (B) Rex, and (D) τe of hRPA70N from protein dynamics software program 
ROTDIF3. Red circle symbols in (B) and (D) indicate unassigned or not analyzed residues and black circle symbols in (D) 
indicate τe < 100 ps. Mapping of (E) S2s (<0.8, purple) and (F) Rex (blue) with significantly perturbed regions (cyan) same as 
Figure 1 (E). Their overlapped regions were respectively shown in (E) Orange and (F) Red. 
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existed in loops with ns-timescale and also had 
ps-timescale much smaller than 100 ps, which are 
well-ordered on S2 (Figure 2A and D). The several 
residues with ns-timescale internal correlation time 
were consistent with regions where S2 values were 
significantly low (N-terminal, α1-β1 loop and V84 
and T86 in the L45 loop, and S55 and F56 of basic 
cleft surface). 
We compared CSPs and model-free dynamics by 
their mapping on solution structure of hRPA70N 
(Figure 2E and F). Among perturbed residues, Y42, 
F56, V84 and R92 had low S2 values. Comparing 
with mapping of NOE and CSPs, F56 and R92 were 
consistent and flexibility of the L45 loop were 
reduced. In Rex, amino acids Y42 and A59 were 
overlapped with perturbed regions and ratio R2/R1. 
Unlike R2/R1, intermediate-timescale local motions 
were exhibited more at α-helices which is covered 
around the core of hRPA70N. This indicates the 
binding site on β-barrel of hRPA70N were mostly 
rigid overall and α-helices around β-barrel had 
flexible mobility on intermediate-timescale, which 
suggests probability of their conformational change. 
 
Reduced spectral density mapping 
 
In order to confirm the backbone dynamics, we 
calculated spectral densities J(ω) of hRPA70N at ω = 
ω0, ωN and 0.87ωH from measured 15N spin relaxation 
rates and NOE28. Mean value of J(ω0) was 4.9 ns/rad 
with its standard deviation of 1.02 ns/rad and the 
pattern of the graph was very similar with R2 (Figure 
1B and 3A). The values of loops were mostly lower 
than average and several amino acids are larger than 
one standard deviation. Among them, amino acids 
with significantly high values were Y42, A59, E67, 
L71, V76, K103 and G109 and they were similar 
with the lists of residues with large R2 (Figure 1B and 
3A). This indicates that these residues have 
intermediate intramolecular dynamics33. Actually, 
amino acids, which had larger values of J(ω0) than 
mean value, were abundant between α2 and β4 and 
C-terminal loop consistent with Rex (Figure 2B and 
3A).  

Other spectral density function, J(ωN) had average 
value of 0.22 ns/rad with its standard deviation, 0.002 
ns/rad and were very restricted in a narrow range of 
deviation (Figure 3B). The values of N-terminal part 
and α1-β1 loop were significantly higher than 
average and only value of S73 was considerably low 
consistent with R1 (Figure 1A and 3B).  
 
Finally, the J(0.87ωH) of three spectral density 
functions were also similar with relaxation parameter 
NOE like other two spectral density functions (Figure 
1C and 3C). The average value of J(0.87ωH) was 2.1 
ps/rad and its standard deviation was 1.47 ps/rad. The 
structured regions had very lower values than average 
and significantly high values were abundant in loops. 
Especially, the N-terminal part, the α1-β1 loop and 
the L45 loop have larger values of J(0.87ωH) than 
mean value of it (Figure 3C). This suggests the 
regions with small values of J(0.87ωH) are rigid and 
well-ordered, but regions with high values have 
flexible mobility on fast timescale. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
In this study, we measured 15N-relaxation data of 
hRPA70N and reported model-free analysis and 
reduced spectral density mapping. The β-barrel 
surface which participates interactions with protein 
partners had rarely local motions on both fast and 
intermediate-timescale. On the other hand, the L45 
loop and F56 in basic cleft showed fast-timescale 
dynamics. Based on these, we suggest that β-barrel 
surface of binding site is rigid overall and the fast 
internal motions of L45 loop enable the basic cleft 
loop to interact with ligands easier. Also we found 
that α-helices and loops around the core of hRPA70N 
had mostly high Rex. This seems to be likely to 
undergo conformational change at the free state.  
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